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sikar, india naveenschoudhary.com/ 

linkedin.com/in/naveen-singh-choudhary-a5144b129 github.com/Naveenschoudhary 

WORK & PROJECT EXPERIENCE 

Software Engineer 
Big Picture Software Private limited India 
12/2022 - Present,  Mumbai, India (Remote Work) 
Project: Blockchain Payment Gateway Solution Provider for Various Cryptocurrencies 

Actively contributing to the development of a blockchain payment gateway
solution for multiple cryptocurrencies. 

Playing a key role in implementing critical features in the Minimum Viable
Product (MVP) phase. 

Collaborating with a cross-functional team to ensure the successful delivery of
the project. 

Full Stack MERN Developer 
Unisol Writing Solution 
01/2021 - 11/2022,  Jaipur 
Tutorsolve - A Marketplace Web Application for Student & Teacher Interaction 

Led the development of the Tutorsolve project, a marketplace web application
connecting students and teachers for assistance with assignments and doubts. 

Full-stack development, including building the frontend using React (utilizing
React Hooks and ES6 syntax) and the backend using Node.js and MongoDB as
the database. 

Implemented real-time communication features for students, teachers, and
administrators using Socket.io. 

Integrated third-party services, such as Zoom SDK, Razorpay payment gateway,
Stripe Connect (custom integration), and MongoDB. 

Full Stack MERN Developer 
Next Apparel , Jaipur 
07/2020 - 01/2021,  jaipur (Remote Work) 
Next Apparel - E-commerce Platform with User Roles 

Next Apparel - E-commerce Platform with User Roles 

Implemented a real-time inbuilt chat feature that enables sellers to
communicate with each other, enhancing the platform's functionality. 

Technology & packages used : React.js, Redux for state management, SCSS for styling, Node.js
for the backend, Socket.io for real-time chat, Stripe for payment
processing, and MongoDB for data storage. 

EDUCATION 

Bachelor of Technology 
Poornima college of engineering(Rajasthan technical uni.) 
08/2016 - 08/2020,  jaipur 

SKILLS 

reactjs nextjs tailwindcss 

AWS css5 node.js express.js 

SQL Mongodb Postgres 

javascript Sql socket.io 

wordpress 

PERSONAL PROJECTS 
Portfolio Website (Blog + personal
portfolio) (08/2022 - 09/2022) 

Personal portfolio website which has blogging
feature. 

Technology: Next.js ( Wordpress for backend)
tailwind css. 

Billing Software (Mini ERP)
 (06/2022 - 07/2022) 

its an billing software for an small business by
which the owner can track his payments collect
payments from customer. send email reminder to
customer 

Technology used : React.js mongodb, node.js, redux
for state management 

ACHIEVEMENTS 
Successfully delivered a complex feature
to block authorization access to cards
based on various AML rules, resulting in
enhanced security and compliance.
Recognized with the Best Feature Award
for the quarter. (04/2023) 

LANGUAGES 
English 
Professional Working Proficiency 

Hindi 
Full Professional Proficiency 

INTERESTS 

Web development Technology 

Mobile 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 
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